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Seek and destroy ps2

Search and destroy offers you the opportunity to fight crazy tank battles in a war game that ings the great continent! There are 10 countries on this, divided into three military factions. Command every vehicle you please before you upgrade to the contents of your heart with over 100 different parts,
allowing you to create a truly unique war machine! The game even allows you to play with a friend thanks to 2 player mode. Box art for Search and Destroy NTSC/J: December 12, 2002 PAL: 2003 Japan North America Europe Shin-Combat Choro-Q (japan: nico-e-e-e-e-e-e-2)lit. Neo-Combat Choro-Q) in
Japan is an action game for PlayStation 2, but it was developed by the Barnhouse Effect, but published by Conspiracy Entertainment, but published on 12 December 2002. It was also released in North America and Europe as Find and Destroy. This is a 1-2 player of the solvent combat game, with over
100 tanks to choose from. It succeeds Choro-Q HG 2 in terms of Choro-Q timelines. The content of [the show] Story Edit In this world, Quewar, the world of metal, there are several continental nations. There is an empire with great military power called Q-Stein. (August 210) Q-Stein declared war when
the invasion began. With strong military and blitz tactics, the empire killed the surrounding nations behind them without giving them a chance to resist. Q-Stein has expanded his target to the great power of the West, the Proton Kingdom. The military power of the Proton Kingdom is not as big as the army
of the Q-Stein Empire. Nevertheless, because of their well-organised and controlled government, they were prepared to respond to Q-Stein's war announcement. In November 210, the Q-Stein Empire began its invasion of the proton kingdom and won its first decisive battle. To match Q-Stein's military
power, the proton kingdom organized civil defense as a support unit. The power of both sides remained a whole, showing signs of a long war. In March 211 the Zaman rebellion weakened the proton forces and began to retreat south. Q-Stein is forcing the proton king to flee the capital. Even after losing
80% of their land, the soldiers continued to fight without losing hope. Characters Edit There are many characters in Shin-Combat Choro-Q, some of the main ones are: Major Rodeschild — The First Commanding Tank, which is presented in Search and Destroy. It is an M1A1 Abrams battle tank and is
blue with 2 white stripes. He's an officer for the whole game. In the story, he plans an invasion with other Proton commanders. Jevons — The second command tank found in Search and Destroy. It is a dark green ambibian attack vehicle with white stripes and leads proton civil resistance. Colonel
Hoffman – first commander of the Q-Stein tank, visible in the Beacon of Counterattack and Save the Rabbits. He's a black Brummbär, he can be spared or killed in the first mission. Sergeant Matthews - Q-Stein attack helicopter that lures player into his trap by lureing and using security guard carrier as
bait The blitz at Naldnick's is destroying the guard carrier in this process. Captain Bergstrom — Head of Special Forces Q-Stein in Sniper in the Sand, uses a sniper rifle. Germinaro - Sturmtiger tank commander in the Q-Stein force that protects the border of Zambneal. Secondary Lieutenant Trenios - Q-
Stein APC keeper Jame Kierok, who tries to stop the actor from stealing his mysterious project. Lieutenant Yugos – the third Q-Stein leader, who is a general in the snowmaries with his troops. He's Leclerc. General Skiseava - the massive battleship Q-Stein, which protects the maritime boundary between
Nibelia and Q-Stein. He's the head of the Naval Forces of the Q-Stein Empire. Marshal Volzol - the fourth Q-Stein leader to lead an air force-making bomber, is seen only in Volzol's AP unit. Lieutenant General Ahmadi – the third command tank of the Proton Kingdom was available. It has the same color
scheme as Major Rodeschild, but it's a Tank Chieftain. In the story, he and the other commanders are planning an invasion of the Q-Stein Empire. He was later found by an actor who killed him with her husband. Captain Boane – is the second command tank visible in the game. It is a yellow and green
Merkava III. Nebili's troops lead Q-Stein. King proton – seen a few times throughout the game. Mission Defend! consists of a player who defends the king against Q-Stein forces. The king himself is an M24 Chaffee tank, and is ornate white with gold stars and stripes. King Nibelie - similar to proton king,
but it is pink and blue. He's the M4 Sherman. Q-Stein emperor — the main antagonist and ultimate boss of the game, to be defeated 3 times to die. It has 3 Phases: Normal: a large pink/purple/black tank with multiple cannons that turn into spider-shaped legs as described below. Spider: large
pink/purple/black spider tank. Finally, a monster from a skin-efficient energy-efficient corner. Faction Edit There are 3 factions in Search and Destroy. The Q-Stein empire is as a villainous section, and an empire with great military power. They enter a number of other nations (including Nibelia and the
Proton Kingdom). The basic color code for most of their units is black, dark purple and red Q as a flag. They are a parody of Nazi German and Soviet Russian tanks. The proton kingdom is embodied as a good faction. The player is a member of this phase. The basic color code for most of their units is
white and light blue, with what is supposed to be a white eagle along a light blue background. Although the Kingdom's Proton army may not be as large as the Q-stein empire, their well-organized government is acting quickly on declaring war. They are made up of British and American tanks. Nibelia is an
island nation that is united by the proton kingdom. Nibelia was blocked by Q-Stein's forces from the proton kingdom. Their army is not strong compared to the Protons and the Q-stein army, they also have a small air force. These Japanese, German and other tanks. TriviaEdit Despite having the US flag on
the front cover, the game actually takes place in a fictional world. The BhE Tank you can get if you beat the Q Stein Emperor is the only original tank. BHE stands for company name that developed Seek and Destroy, as well as Choro-Q HG4, BarnHouse Effect. In Japan, this game on ps1 (japan only) is
available on the theme of Combat Choro-Q. There are several problems in this article. Help improve it or discuss these issues on the conversation page. (Learn how and when to remove these template messages) This article is almost entirely composed of a summary of the plan. It should be expanded to
provide more balanced coverage, which includes context in the real world. Please edit the article to focus on discussing the work instead of just repeating the plot. (July 2017) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) The theme of this article may not meet the Wikipedia Product and
Services guidelines. Please help determine relevance by citing reliable secondary sources that are independent of the topic and provide important coverage of this area through mere trivial mention. If the notification cannot be determined, the article may be grouped, redirected, or deleted. Find resources:
Search and destroy 2002 video games – news · newspapers · books · Scholar · JSTOR (July 2017) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) Search and destroySony PlayStation 2 European Cover ArtDeveloper(i)Barnhouse
EffectPublisher(i)JP: TakaraNA: ConspiracyEU: Play ItPlatform(e)PlayStation 2ReleaseJP: 27. June, 2002NA: 11.12.2002EU: 24 January 2003UK: 6 May 2003Genre(s)ActionMode(s)Single player, Multiplayer Seek and Destroy, in known Japan as Shin Choro q (1 May 2003. Shin Konbatto Choro Q) is
an action game for PlayStation 2. This is a 1-2 player of the solvent combat game, with 15 tanks and more than 100 upgrades that you can choose. It includes upgrading and customizing your tank to progress through the game and meet the specific needs of the mission/map. The story of quewar, the
three nations had power over everyone else: the powerful and militaristic Q-Stein empire, the seaman and the peaceful kingdom of Nibelia, and the economically powerful and benevolent Proton Kingdom. In August 210, the Q-Continue declared war and began a campaign of global march. With its
powerful military and effective blitz tactics, the empire has toned the surrounding nations behind them without giving them a chance to resist. The Q-Stein Empire soon expanded its invasion of the proton kingdom. The military power of the Proton Kingdom was not as great as the army of the Q-Stein
Empire. But because of their well-organized and controlled government, they were prepared to respond to Q-Stein's war announcement. In November 210, the Q-Stein Empire began its invasion of the proton kingdom and won the first decisive To match the military power of Q-Stein, the proton kingdom
organized a partisan group as a support unit for the regular army. The power of both sides was equal to show signs of a long war. However, in March 211 proton forces weakened and began to retreat south. Q-Stein's troops forced the proton king to flee the capital and hide. Despite having only 20 percent
of their territory, proton troops never give up hope. The game begins with a player as a rookie under the command of Major Rodeschild, who commands a small unit of proton soldiers defending the city of Rivageders against the rapidly advancing Q-Stein forces under the command of Colonel Hoffman,
the Brummbär self-heavy assault cannon with a launcher drop bomb. After entering the city, Hoffmann destroys the Rivageders Clock Tower in a single shot. Rodeschild refuses to allow another retreat, ordering the line to stick in the Rivageders. The actor and Rodeschild's other units are tasked with
destroying Hoffman's Marder II tank destroyer unit. Hoffman can be killed by an actor or allowed to live. If he is spared, he will call for a retreat when enough of his soldiers are killed. As the Rivageders free the Q-Stein forces, Major Rodeschild commands to respond quickly to help proton civil resistance
under heavy fire northeast of the city. The player is transported through the proton of Huey's release to the position of resistance leader Jevons, who barely holds on to two more soldiers. The player and his rabbits quickly send attacking Q-Steins and a wave of reinforcements. If Colonel Hoffman was
spared the previous level, he must be killed in this one. Once he achieves victory, the player is given the chance to level that: go with the resistance to rescue proton Army Lieutenant General Ahmadi from a flat truck carrying him to the brutal Q-Stein prison of Camp Hascallasa, or equip himself with a
nightly operations kit and join Major Rodeschild for the sneaky nightly liberation of the proton kingdom capital Bacherit. Before selecting, however, the player can do a side mission set in a desert anase; The oasis was occupied by the Q-Stein unit under the command of Captain Bergstrom, the Long-
Range Tiger II tank (Porsche Turret). The player must kill all Q-Stein's troops, including Bergstrom. If the player chooses Jevons' option, he joins Jevons and other resistance fighters in the raooted forest through which Ahmadi's prison transport passes. The truck is too armored to be destroyed with a
weapon, so Jevons directs the player to destroy the bridge over the river that the truck has to carry to stop the movement. If the player chooses Rodeschild's option, he must sneak through the streets of Bacherita at night and avoid Q-Stein patrols to get to the royal palace and declare liberation. If the
player chooses Rodeschild's choice, he must save Ahmadi from the cell Camp Hascallasa in the seaside craft town of Tughl. Jevons and his men have eliminated the defence, but they have suffered a great deal of damage in the process, so the player must go into camp and find Ahmadi's cell himself. If
the player is on Jevons' side, the liberation of Bacherita is delayed by the attack on the industrial city of Naldnick. Major Rodeschild is backing the player by destroying four radio towers to prevent Q-Stein forces calling for reinforcements four minutes ago. After the towers were destroyed, Q-Stein's base,
built into the mountain, placed a large weapon on the guard carrier and covered the network. Rodeschild's behind the player to follow him out of town. The player finds it in a field in some way away. If the player has chosen Jevons' mission, the guard carrier will be destroyed by a giant Q-Stein helicopter
named Sergeant Matthews, armed with bouncing bombs and rocket launchers and cannons, which will reveal that it's a decoy to catch the player. If the player chose Rodeschild's mission, the weapon will be revealed to be a giant floating spider tank armed with rockets, satellite cannons and laser
cannons. No matter who he fights for, the player will return after the defeat and will complete the following task: the liberation of Bacherita. Upon arrival in Bacherit, the actor is found under the command of Ahmadi and Jevons, who leads the joint military-partisan liberation of the capital. Protons destroy the
Q-Steins in the city and destroy the headquarters of Q-Stein, built in the former royal palace. Once Bacherit is freed, the Proton tank will learn that the proton king's hideout has been discovered and attacked. The player is dispatched to defend the hideout until proton reinforcements arrive. The player,
Jevons, and a few proton troops defend themselves against the waves of destroyers of the Q-Stein tanks until Ahmadi and Rodeschild arrive before a large army of proton troops. Q-Steins' withdrawal and player, Jevons, Rodeschild, and Ahmadi, with the king, agree to plan the next offensive. The player
has now been assigned to major Rodeschild's army to liberate the heavily defended and damaged port city of Zambneal. In fields outside Zambneal, proton troops are battling forces led by Germinara, a viciously tempered Sturmtiger heavy-attack gun armed with a missile that looks for heat. Severe
casualties suffer, but protons break the Q-Stein line and kill Germinara and his elite guards. After the liberation of the destroyed city of Jevons, he reports on Q-Stein's activity in the Frigid North, which prompted Ahmadi and Jevons to give their troops command and stop the Q-Steins. The player and his



forces are stationed north and soon encounter the Q-Stein special forces under the command of Commander Yugos, The Leclerc, armed with a missile that seeks heat. Yugos and his convoy were quickly occupied and dispatched. The actor then goes alone to the secret base of Q-Stein in Jami Kierok.
Norton. Equipped with night equipment, the player broke into the base and killed the guards. The base is a Q-Stein lab that produces high-tech parts of tanks. The player steals plans and exit attempts, only to be stopped by the lab administrator, Secondary Lieutenant Trenios, a six-wheeled armored
vehicle with a tank gun that moves at incredible speed. The player kills Trenios and returns to Zambneal to stop him from the electric snodes that form the arena. A huge experimental Q-Stein tank, armed with tornado generators and a mine-flail, faces the player but is destroyed. In Zambneal, major
Rodeschild tells the player that the next stop is the island's neighbor, Nibelia, which was blocked by the Navy Q-Stein. The player is ordered to equip gears for the ocean drive to escort the troops to Nibelia. On its way to Nibelio protons, it welcomes a mass of Q-Stein destroyers, aircraft carriers, attack
aircraft and torpedo helicopters. There's a fierce battle, but the Q-Steins are defeated and Nibelia is liberated. In Nibelia, the actor is personally thanked by the Nibel king himself, while Major Rodeschild congratulates him. The actor was then given a mission to clear the way for the invasion of the Q-Stein
empire itself. Still equipped with ocean propulsion, the player goes into battle the only thing standing in the path of the invasion of the sea: General Skiseava, a large warship armed with cannon domes, CIWS turret, ICBMs, and missile launchers. After the murder of Skiseave, the path is clear for invasion.
The player can now decide to attack either the eastern city of Magscopic or the western city of Gloonstat first. If a magscopic mission is chosen, the player will break into the air force headquarters Q-Stein and encounter the Director of the Air Force, Marshal Volzola, a Leopard 2 tank with heat-seeking
rockets. Volzol captures the player on the runway of the airport and fights with the player along with his crack unit of elite soldiers. If the Gloonstat mission is chosen, protons and Nibels launch a surprise night attack on the important port of Q-Stein in Gloonstat, where the rest of the Q-Stein Navy is
docked. Under the guise of nibelian heinkel 111 air strikes, a player and some crack proton troops are being submanded and silenced by the garrison in the ruins of the bombing city. Once Gloonstat is secured, the player has three options for where to go: Magscopic, Desert, or Iron Fortress. In the Iron
Fortress mission, the players notice Q-Stein patrols around the Iron Fortress, a huge fort with powerful cannon domes and a factory inside that must be destroyed. The player only has a few minutes to get in and take the factory before the Q-Stein Air Force level area. In the desert mission, the actor, Nibel
Captain Boane and Major Rodeschild, were ambushed by Q-Stein special forces fighters, hidden in If the player has chosen the Gloucester mission first, Major Rodeschild and Captain Boane escort the players to Magscopic, just in time for Volzol to launch a prototype bomber code-named Calceoria from
the runway and towards the Kingdom of Proton. Rodeschild equips the player with an experimental aircraft to hunt and destroy Calceoria before he can destroy the proton homeland. Although Calceoria is armed with defensive lasers and missiles, the player manages to shoot it down. With the south of the
Q-Stein empire secured, the player, Captain Boane, and Major Rodeschild lead a major offensive against the vast Q-Stein defensive line of bunkers and fortification. Although under heavy air and ground attack, protons and Nibelians strike through. Major Rodeschild has been informed that contact with
Ahmadi is lost and sends the player to investigate. The player may decide to investigate or proceed to the capital. If they decide to investigate, the player comes to the beach, which is surrounded by cliffs, to find Ahmadi dead and half buried in the sand with the rest of his soldiers firing on a huge three-
wheeled Q-Stein tank with a fire grenade launcher, an ice cannon, and two main cannons; This is the second command of the Q-Stein Empire. A player in a 1-to-1 fight defeats a tank and reports on Ahmadi's death. If the player decides not to search Ahmadi's position, they will arrive alone in the capital
and continue with one tank attack on Q-Stein capital. If they searched the Ahmadi before the attack on the capital, then The Jevons, Boane, Rodeschild and the player launched the last offensive on the capital of the Q-Stein Empire. After furious street clashes with imperial emperor Q-Stein's elite guard,
the actor enters the palace himself and confronts the Q-Stein emperor, a massive tank with a mortar launcher and seven domes. When he first defeated him, the Emperor then moved into a floating spider tank with three main cannons. After the second defeat, the Emperor turns into a giant monster,
sending giant wheels behind the player. When the Emperor is defeated a third time, it explodes and the world celebrates the end of the war. Signs There are many characters in Search and Destroy, some of the main are: Major Rodeschild — the first command tank found. It is an M1A1 Abrams battle tank
and is blue with 2 white stripes. He's an officer for the whole game. In the story, he plans an invasion with the other commanders. For some reason, it seems the same as Ahmadi. Jevons – second command tank found. It is a dark green LVTP-7 with white stripes and leads proton civil resistance. He is
somewhat unhappy, as can be seen at the end of the Battle of Zambneal mission, when he accidentally run over an unexploded land mine. Lieutenant General Ahmadi - third command tank found. It has the same color scheme as Major Rodeschild, but it tank with a slightly bluer tint than Rodeschild. Late
in the story he and the other commanders are planning an invasion of the Q-Stein Empire. He was found by a player at the next level after the Dust Clears, killed by a huge three-wheeled Q-Stein tank. Captain Boane, found the fourth and final command tank. He is the only named Nibelian character in
the game; The king is appointed by King Nibelia, who will command all the Nibelian forces that attacked the Q-Continue empire along with the Protons. He is an Israeli mercava III tank, and accompanies the player in all but two missions after the Battle of Nibelia. Proton King – seen a few times throughout
the game. Mission Defend! consists of a player who defends the royal hideout from the naocolo countless Q-Stein forces. The king is an M24 Chaffee tank, and is white and gold in color, mostly white with gold stars and stripes. King Nibelie - similar to proton king, but it is pink and blue. He's Sherman
Firefly. Q-Stein emperor — the main antagonist of the game. He's the ultimate boss to be defeated to win. It has 3 Phases: Normal: a large pink/purple/black tank with multiple cannons that turn into spider-shaped legs as described below. Spider: large pink/purple/black spider tank. Finally, a monster from
a skin-efficient energy-efficient corner. Factions There are 3 factions in Search and destroy. The Q-Stein empire is as a villainous section, and an empire with great military power. They enter a number of other nations (including Nibelia and the Proton Kingdom). The basic color code for most of their units
is black, dark purple and red Q as a flag. Their force consists mainly of German and Russian tanks; their elite units and field officers sport Q-Stein insignia on their armor. The proton kingdom is embodied as a good faction. The player is a member of this phase. The basic color code for most of their units
is white and light blue, with what is supposed to be a white eagle along a light blue background. Although the Army of the Proton kingdom is not as large as the Q-stein empire, their government has declared it well organized and has been able to respond quickly to the initial declaration of war, presumably
spared them the destruction that has been persuaded by other nations. Their forces are made up mostly of American and British tanks, unless otherwise selected. Nibelia is an island nation that is united by the proton kingdom. Nibelia was blocked by Q-Stein's forces, but the blockade was interrupted by
liberation troops from the proton kingdom. Their army may not be strong compared to protons and Q-stein's army, but they fight just as hard; they're fighting just as hard. They also have a small air force (curiously made up of Heinkel 111 bombers) as seen in the Flash of Explosion mission. Most of their
tanks are of British origin, but there are a few different origins. For example, their military leader, Captain is the Israeli Mercava III. Main/Story Mode: Main Course Game Battle Arena: Battle second tanks in special arenas and win tanks that are defeated Expert Arena: A series of challenging courses that
include water racing and multiplayer bomb survival mode: For more than one player, the features of Battle Arena and Expert Arena, it is possible to unlock passwords that you can use in Rivendall by speaking on a multicolored tank. Reception RecepcijaAggregate
scoreAggregatorScoreMetacritic63/100[1]Review score of the guestsScoreEurogamer4/10[2]Famitsu27/40[3]GamesMaster38%[4]GameSpot5.6/10[5]IGN 6.6.2009 5/10[6]OPM (UK)3/10[8]OPM (US)[7]PSM369%[9]X-Play[10]Maxim6/10[11] The game received mixed reviews after reviewing the Metacritic
agregational website. [1] In Japan, Famitsu rated her two sevenths, one six, and one seven for a total of 27 out of 40. [3] References ^ a b Search and Destroy for PlayStation 2 Reviews. Metacritic. CBS Interactive. Retrieved 8 March 2018. ↑ Taylor, Martin (August 14, 2003). Play It budget titles.
Eurogamer. Gamer Network. Retrieved 8 March 2018. Gaming Life in Japan. Ign. Ziff Davis. Retrieved 8 March 2018. ↑ Search and Destroy. - Mr. Games. Future plc. 2003. ↑ Navarro, Alex (April 21, 2003). Search and destroy the scan. Gamespot. CBS Interactive. Retrieved 8 March 2018. ↑ Lewis, Ed (3
February 2003). Search and destroy. Ign. Ziff Davis. Retrieved 8 March 2018. ↑ Search and Destroy. Official PlayStation magazine. Ziff Davis. March 2003 p. 114. Archived from the original on 31 March 2004. Retrieved 9 March 2018. ↑ Search and Destroy. Official UK PlayStation 2 Magazine. Future plc.
2003. ↑ Review: Seek and Destroy. PSM2. Future plc. 2003. ↑ Gallaway, Brad (January 29, 2003). 'Search and Destroy' (PS2) Review. X-Play. TechTV. Archived from the original on 12 February 2003. Retrieved 9 March 2018. ↑ Boyce, Ryan (6 May 2003). Search and destroy [console version is
mislabelled as PC, release date is mislabelled as 6 May 2003]. Maxim. Biglari Holdings. Archived from the original on 17 June 2003. Retrieved 8 March 2018. External Links Find and Destroy at MobyGames Retrieved from 2002_video_game Seek_and_Destroy_.php 300000
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